Vlogcast #5: Deciphering the
Jupiter – Saturn Great Mutations:
Is this the “Divine Conjunction?”
Daniel and Awen continue their discussion
from Vlogcast #3 inquiring into the
significance of the recent Jupiter Saturn
conjunction in Aquarius. It is a Great
Mutations, but is it a Magnificent Conjunction?
A Divine Conjunction??

(Opening pray is a draft…)
We acknowledge
the ancient ones the greater Shamanic
council of light
Hermes both trismagistas and Sashit,
lady of the measuring cord, as above so
below, as within so without
we acknowledge Imhotep architect of the
cosmos
may the earth be the mirror of heaven
we acknowledge the sacred order of the magi
and all throughout history who knew like
now
a turning of the ages we acknowledge the
master builders
of gobekli tepe and the great shining
ones
at challenge the courage and knowledge
of the polynesian wayfinders traversing
the great oceans we acknowledge the
prophetic
traditions of ezekiel and daniel
the traditions of babylon the merlin
and the round table the calendric
wizardry of the maya
and the venus teachings from mesoamerica
the Jupiter teachings originating in
China
and the vedic-lunar mansion traditions
the babylonian and sumerian cedrial
zodiacs
the brilliant hellenistic invention of
the seasonal
zodiac the neolithic peoples around the
planet some still today
honoring the sacred connection between
the land and the sky
in Ireland, we created a time of 2 000
years of peace

the builders of new grange my teachers
that are not in human form mount shasta
the grandfather rock at the wonderland
of rocks in joshua tree
mount haleakala on maui the fish lake
valley
herophany and the sacred landscapes
around the planet the astrosophy of
Rudolph Steiner and the esoteric astrology
of DK and Tibetan
both pressaging the Shamanic astrology
paradigm
and particularly the archetypal visions of
CG Jung
and the cosmology of my mentor Dane
Rudhyar
for these and more, we give thanks
Hello everyone, This is Daniel Giamario, the
co-founder of the Shamanic Astrology
Mystery School and this is my monthly
Vlogcast. I’m here today with the current,
the NEW managing director of the
Shamanic Astrology Mystery School, Awen,
I like to call him,“AWEN Skywatcher,” and
he's gonna help me out today in our
exploration.
The name of today's exploration is
“Deciphering the Jupiter-Saturn Great
Mutations,” and asking the question, ‘Is this
the Divine Conjunction?’”
As we go through this, we'll be exploring
these different issues. This is actually kind
of a Part Two to what was done a few
months ago, with the Vlogcast that was
called “The Age of Aquarius, What Again?”
So this is a Part Two to that. Now I consider
it to be actually quite synchronistic,
appropriate, amazing that we're choosing to
do this very close to the exact FULL Moon.
I'm here, where I am sitting outside of Metro
Manila. It's already January 29th, for most of
you listening it will be January 28th. and
that's the FULL Moon. We have of the LeoAquarius Full Moon and it's so particularly
amazing, in fact, maybe you can bring that
chart up on Awen.

All right, today's chart, yeah, the fact that
we're doing this conversation with the Sun
conjunct Jupiter in Aquarius. Look, you can
see HOW close Saturn still is, and the fact
that the Moon then is, in that resonant
polarity FULL Moon with the Aquarian
configuration, and we can compare this
situation today with what the chart of the
Great Mutations itself was back in
December. So this is basically just slightly
more than a month later now, and here we
are on December 21, 2020 and you can see
the precise Jupiter-Saturn conjunction there
at 0° 29” Aquarius. There's been many many
many different conversations about what the
meaning of this is? One of the things we
kind of featured a lot in the previous
Vlogcast was the misconceptions that this
the beginning of the Age of Aquarius, and
that kind of thing, which I'm saying “NOT
really.” BUT it could actually be a much
bigger thing, this so-called “Divine
Conjunction.” That the reason why, just if
you want to go back and see the whole story
about what I just said, that the previous
Vlogcast we've linked to from the
newsletter, that the reason WHY it's NOT
the entrance into the Age of Aquarius is
because that's a constellation, NOT a SIGN.
So we're actually going to be focusing a lot
actually on the implication of the sign here
and trying to place it into a larger context.
Maybe the next thing we can go to here,
Awen would be the definitions, those terms.
One of the things to understand about THIS
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction is that before
there was an awareness of Uranus, Neptune
and Pluto, except for those people who knew
about the Greater Age, The Great Age, the
26,000-year cycle. The primary way that
the ancients tracked larger cycles was the
repeated cycles of the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction. And in fact, the name they gave
for it was “Great Chronocrater,” a marker

of time. And that was used for a greater
world, global cycles. BUT it was also used a
lot in the human lifespan. So the great
importance of the age 59-to-60 time period,
where there's a Jupiter return and a
Saturn return that happens at the same
time. So that was applied to human
lifespan, BUT also to larger World Ages.
Now the terms that I'm now sharing with
you here, much of this was inspired by a
book that I've had since 1977, called “The
Astrological Secrets of the Hebrew Sages,”
by Rabbi Joel Dobin.
Awen: Here hold that up for everybody,
Daniel.
Yes, in fact there'll be actually three books
or sources of information that I'm going to
be primarily accessing in our conversation
today. Now, I'm certainly not saying that I
subscribe to everything in this book, BUT
HOW I came up with some rather
interesting terminology, the definitions. So
this term, “the Great Mutations,” some
people have been using that expression for
something that happens about every 200
years, BUT the proper use of this name,
“Great Mutations,” is that after 60 SaturnJupiter conjunctions. Actually to say 800
years is to keep it simple, it's actually 794.4
– 60 Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions over time,
will bring it back to its starting point, or very
close to its starting point. So it's kind of like
the synodic cycle of the whole JupiterSaturn process. So you could come up,
relative to Jupiter and Saturn and the Great
Mutations, you could think of it as an 800Year Age, relative to the Great
Chronocrater.
Now there's also these other terminologies
that can be applied to the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions. There is something referred to
as the “Great Conjunction,” and this is the
one that sometimes people confuse with the

“Great Mutations.” The Great Conjunction
indicating a change in elemental triplicities
about every 200 years. And we'll see
illustrations of this as we go through our
conversation today.
Then there's this…this was called the
“Divine Conjunction,” or the “Conjunction
of Power,” and that's part of our inquiry
here today. And this represents the
beginning of the entire “Great Year.” There
is a way of seeing HOW a Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction can be an indicator of the
beginning or the end in the beginning of a
26,000-year cycle processional cycle. And
then, they had this understanding of
something called a “Magnificent
Conjunction,” which was the conjunction
of Jupiter and Saturn, marking the beginning
of each Astrological Age, which would be
like 1/12th of the Great year. And so we'll
see HOW there have been understandings of
that with reference to the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction.
So, I wanted you to know these phrases as
we go through, and since our inquiry today
deciphering the Great Mutations and asking
the question, “Is this in fact, the Divine
Conjunction, which marks the beginning of
a Great Year?” I'm actually going to suggest
that there's also some misunderstandings
about this as far as whether it's the
beginning of each astrological age, but we'll
see we'll look into that relative to JupiterSaturn.
Awen: All right, just to clarify real quickly,
the Divine Conjunction is a Magnificent
Conjunction, BUT not every Magnificent
Conjunction is a Divine Conjunction, is that
right?
DG Yes that's right. Yeah right, and a
fascinating thing about this and particularly
when we look at the next slide is that there
have been some people in esoteric traditions

starting with the alleged discovery by
Hipparchus, of the Processional Cycle, but
it's not always been clear just HOW long it
was. As a matter of fact, Hipparchus himself
who's given credit for discovering it – that's
a whole other story that's quite fascinating –
He didn't think it was the 26,000-year cycle.
He thought it was an oscillation, it would go
forward and then would go backward, it
would go forward, it would go backward.
The Neo-Platonists then started thinking
about it from the perspective of the Great
Year, but even as late as the late 1800s there
were many who believed that the dates, the
time frame on it was 24,000 years, not
25,920, which is the current figure given by
astronomers.
Actually, Sri Yukeswar who's often
referenced regarding the Yugas, which we'll
see in a moment, he uses 24,000. Well that's
what they thought at that time period, but we
now know it's 25,920. So let's go to the
Yuga slide. This has gone into some depth
in some previous workshops and talks. I use
some more recent research on the Yugas that
was put out I think in 2012-2013. I will
make a reference, we'll have that included as
one of the resources for this Vlogcast, that
shows HOW the different Yugas correspond
with the Processional Cycle. And there's a
way they line up, but the bottom line, the
reason I'm bringing this up right now, is
because we have to somehow place the
Great Mutations within a larger context
because we can now do that. Although for
long periods of time, the ancients could only
see the larger context of the Jupiter-Saturn
cycle. But we're trying to place the JupiterSaturn Great Mutations within this 26000 –
25,920-year processional cycle, which can
actually be lined up with the Yugas. And
one of the things that has become clear is
that we are at the point where the Kali Yuga
is bottoming out, so this is the time period in
the Yuga cycles of the greatest devolution,
actually of what is taking place. You can see

the dates, thank you for pointing that out
there, yeah where we would have the
beginning of the descending Kali Yuga
3676BC, and then the ascending Kali Yuga
676 BC, and then the end of that is 2025,
coming up. And then, there's a 300-year
transitional period. And then it goes into
the Bronze Age, after that the ascending
next Yuga, it's beyond the scope of our
inquiry right now. We went into it in more
depth in some previous workshops but it's,
to be able to see HOW these larger cycles
can interact with each other. So our query
now is HOW does the Jupiter-Saturn Great
Mutations fit into this, if at all?
So that's our question right now. So the
bigger story matters. Okay and that goes into
factors at the Age of Aquarius, is it a Divine
Conjunction? It is simply a Magnificent
Conjunction and what does that mean? So
maybe the next thing Awen is let's go to that
Kelly Phipps, larger
Yeah this map mapping. So the second main
source for this material is an absolutely
remarkable research, as far as I know it's not
a book, but you can get it from his website.
Kelly Phipps put out in 2011, an amazing bit
of research called, “The Elemental Wave
Chronicles,” the Jupiter-Saturn cycle. Sadly,
Kelly Phipps passed away a few years after
that, but he did magnificent research on a lot
of different areas and his work contributed a
great deal to sparking my deeper dive into
an understanding of this.
Now, as the general tradition had been and
has been both from Kepler, who talked
about the Great Mutations a lot, and even
Christianity up until the 1600s, talked a
great deal about that, and Hebrew Sages and
Christianity about the Great Mutations of
Jupiter and Saturn. And what Kelley did is
he took an understanding of the JupiterSaturn process, the different Great
Mutations, and the different Great

Conjunctions, all the way back to 3203 BC.
Now he started it with fire and as I said,
that's the Christian tradition was like
wanting to do that also. And he notices that
32, around that time period, 3000 BC, many
world calendars started around that time
period. The Spring Equinox or the March
Equinox calendar started around that time
period. The Mayan Long-Count started
around that time period. That was actually
when the Vernal Equinox was during that
time frame was with Aldebaran or with the
Pleiades, a very important configurations
from an astronomy perspective.
So that's why it starts with fire here, but one
of the geniuses of his extensive research is
to show the intermediate time periods,
because, please understand that when you're
using signs, which is a 30° segment, that it's
not always so elegant. IF you have
something like 1° or a 29°, it's hard to get
the most elegant pattern in a row. So he's
come up with these Intermediates. So like
there's a long period where it's all fire,
meaning that Jupiter and Saturn
conjunctions are always in fire, and then,
there's a time period where it goes briefly
into earth, and then back to fire. So it's kind
of an in-between fire-and-earth time, and
then it would from earth, and then earth, air
and earth, air to air, air to air, water, air,
water to water, and then water to water, fire.
So you have these in-between zones where
the Jupiter-Saturn Great Conjunctions will
jump around. The conjunctions within the
200-year time period are not always going to
be in the same element, but there's an
interesting pattern that you can see,
particularly with this much-larger
framework I think. So what our project
here is that is to get us to a deeper
understanding of the one we're in now, but
we're trying to get a larger context on this.
So because the Kepler tradition and the
Christian tradition was to think it's supposed

to start with fire, let us take a look here now,
at an extremely important time period which
is around the time period of the birth of
Christ. So this is going to be a time period of
water, water to fire into fire. So the Hebrew
sages and we could say, the magi and the
different astronomical and astrological
traditions that existed at that time period,
who were putting a lot of their attention on
Jupiter and Saturn, were very much focused
on this. And they placed a huge amount of
attention on the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction
at 7BCE at 21° Pisces And they probably, at
that point thought that that was the well that
was certainly considered to be a
“Magnificent Conjunction,” and if you look
at the sequence that follows, then we have
one at 5° Sagittarius, 19° Leo, meaning from
the one at 7BC, everything after that, for a
long period of time is all fire.
Now you see this one 54CE 29° Pisces , no
doubt that was part of the fire sequence. If
so, it's that whole thing of if you're a very
end of a 30° thing or the very beginning of a
30° zone, you could be confused by that.
Okay, so I'm pretty sure that Hebrew sages
would have thought, “Okay this is, the Great
Mutation, is from this one and so this will be
somewhere after the 7BCE. One, there
would be the beginning of a new age and
then of course, they put that together with a
messiah and there's a lot of them.
Apocalyptic stuff that was happening at that
point. All the stuff you'd expect around the
time of the beginning of a new age and that
was basically also associated with all the
fish imagery, so we'd have water.
Water wave, water to fire, and then a whole
new age begins with the fire wave. Now the
Kepler and Christians thought that this
whole new age thing would happen again in
the 1600s, when there was another
beginning of a fire wave. And in fact, I was
reading some documentation on this, that
one of the reasons why the Catholic church

and Christianity in general started being
very negative toward astrology, is because
their calculations about the Great Mutations
into fire differed from those of Kepler's. So
they did not like Kepler's. So they decided to
throw out astrology as something bogus, I
guess maybe because he had a lot of
influence. So is it really about a fire wave. Is
that really or a larger question you know is
this: The Divine one, is the one that is
actually the one that starts a new age?
And then HOW does that relate to the
beginning? Is it a Divine Conjunction? Is it
the end in the beginning of the whole thing
that we've already discussed? That because
THIS is about signs NOT constellations, it
cannot be used into that kind of deception
about the Age of Aquarius, making the Age
of Aquarius be about the sign, WHEN it's
actually a constellation. BUT it could really
be important relative to the sign, BUT is it
as important as they're trying to make it
sound?
This is part of our question and amazingly
enough, if you've been following along with
us, my sense is it really is important as we're
going to see. So maybe, maybe it's not about
fire at all, maybe it's about something else.
Now let's go back Awen, let's look at the
time period of the 577 BC.
So here we have earth wave, going into
earth, air going into air,and if you look at the
582 point to the 583, 563 point something
really remarkable is happening from a larger
context then, what was happening … and
you go ahead and maybe put the chart up for
that… This may not be the absolute precise
closest date, BUT this is certainly close
enough to illustrate what we're bringing out
here, one of the rarest of all the planetary
combinations is Pluto-Uranus-Neptune
together, but you'll see here Saturn does

have an involvement here IF you see,
opposite Saturn.
Dane Rudhyar and other astrologers placed a
tremendous importance to this time period
and there is NOT another combo of Pluto,
Uranus and Neptune until I think 2700, it
says it doesn't happen very often at all.
Maybe if you take this in, see here we have
something really rare, it's not happened in
and since then, and won't happen again for
another 600 years. I think that's accurate,
2700 somewhere in there. So bring up that
other slide of the luminary people right
okay.
Amazing historical people from an earlier
earth to air, the Uranus– Neptune– Pluto
stellium, Look at all of them:
Pythagoras
Lao tzu
Heraclitus
Zarathustras zoroaster
Herodotus (who is the beginning of modern
historian approach)
Socrates to Pluto
to Aristotle
Chuan-tzu, in China one of the Great Taoist
initiators and
the Buddha
All happening in THIS time period.
And it wasn't too long after that that we had
in fact Hyparkas in the Greek discovery of
the now what Rudhyar felt and the one of
my other sources and I'll just illustrate this
right now, HOW was the foundation of my
whole practice is this book called, “The
Planetarization of Consciousness,” I have
my signed copy, I love this about that book.
Anywaym in The Planetarization of
Consciousness and it's kind of the
foundation of Rudhyar’s work, he believed
that the movement of humanity could be
illustrated by using a dialectic approach So
up until this time period, of this JupiterSaturn conjunction, earth to earth, air to air
wave, which was highlighted by this

remarkable Uranus, Neptune, Pluto
conjunction, up until this time period, global
humanity was primarily triumphed tribal.
Certainly it had hierarchy in there, but the
emphasis was not on individual
enlightenment, individual consciousness. So
that whole list during that time period was
bringing in from a spiritual-perspective
individual-enlightenment. Also from a
philosophical perspective, individual
inquiry, Greek rationalism. It also
interestingly corresponded to the time period
where the very first individual personal
horoscopes started.
And so, we have then, according to
Rudhyar, at that point we would have the
antithesis to tribal-clan collective
consciousness, and a shift toward
individual consciousness, where the
personal horoscope, the personal self,
became important. He describes in The
Planetarization of Consciousness that we
need to have a synthesis, kind of a
reintegration of the individual back into
global awareness. So that's not just global
humanity, BUT it includes the noosphere,
includes everything about the living earth.
human consciousness, individual human
consciousness, reconnecting with the entire
earth and this field and global humanity.
So it's a re-tribalization, but also with
human, individual sovereignty associated
with that. Now I think this is associated with
the great thing that's happening now.
So what I'm trying to bring out here is it's
very possible that more important than the
fire Great Mutations is this earth-to-air time
period, and that's illustrated the big deal that
was happening in those years we're just
looking at now.
So Awen, the next thing, let's look at would
be the earth-to-air time period following
this. Remember, we're looking at roughly
800-year time periods, the exact being 794,
sixty Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions bringing

them back to the starting point. So there's an
earth wave 253 to 312. Then there's this time
period where it jumps back and forth as it's
going from earth to air, and you'll notice that
HOW they might have thought that it
already went fire into air in 431, 29°
Capricorn, and then you have a whole
Saturn and there's always at least six of
them, sometimes as many as eight in any of
the 200-year time periods, when the JupiterSaturn conjunction is in the same sign. And
so here we have the earth wave and it's kind
of mixed together with earth-air and then the
airwave. Now what to me is tremendously
significant, there's so much about you can
study about history regarding this. In fact,
the Phipps work is mind-blowing as far as
his grasp of this whole thing historically, I
can't say I agree with every one of his
interpretations of it, but he brings pretty
much the whole thing in. But one of the
things that captured my attention about that
time period and as you inquire into this, and
maybe you can use this as a something those
you who are interested in this can work with
this as a research document, is that what
happened, right in between the earth wave to
earth-air, in that time frame we have the
King Constantine, Emperor Constantine
who lived from 306 to 337. He converted to
christianity in 312. Interestingly, and the
Nicene Creed happened in 325 and that
consolidated the bible and turned
christianity into the state religion. So now,
could that be considered “to be a good
thing.” I mean I guess it depends on whether
you believe in the Nicene Creed. If you
believe this should be a state religion, but so
that was all happening in the earth-to-air
wave. I should interject here at this time,
that part of our inquiry is going to lead us up
to the time we're in now?
Is Pluto in Aquarius?
Now, Pluto was actually in Aquarius from
305 to 329. So Pluto in Aquarius

corresponded to this timeframe that we're
looking at, the end of earth, earth-air. So just
keep that in mind, Pluto in Aquarius for a
moment. So now, let's jump ahead to the
next one.
Again now here we have Jupiter-Saturn
conjunctions in earth, earth-air, air. About
800-years later, we have the next time
frame, that was called “the Great
Mutations,” relative to these elements. You
see not relative to fire, the relative to the
earth to air. Now this time period is loaded
with amazing stuff also, and I want to
indicate here that Pluto was actually in
Aquarius from 1286 to 1308. So people
have become aware of this 1226 date, that
you can see over there at 4° Aquarius.
This is the one that many astrologers have
been pointing to, which was the last time
that Jupiter and Saturn were so close and
were easily visible. So it's easy to go back
from the current Great Mutations back to
this time period here, keeping in mind the
Pluto in Aquarius involved in this time
period. One of the things that certainly had
upon first glance, an aquarian flavor to that
time was what was called the Magna Carta,
and the Magna Great first came in in 1215.
So 1215, was happening right there at the
end of earth-air going into air.
All right, this has been idealized as the
revolt against the the privilege of the royals.
It's kind of a revolt against the Crown.
However, although it has been idealized
then, it did influence things like the
American Revolution and so on. It actually
had very little to do with common people, it
had little to do with the surfs, or the
proletariat, or whatever word you want to
use for it. It was actually an attempt of the
nobles to be equal to the Crown, to give the
other levels of privilege equal rights to the
Crown. Although that some of the principles
in it have been used for other reasons, it's
fascinating that it was in 1297, within the
Pluto time period in Aquarius, that the

Crown took back the power, and essentially
nullified most of the stuff in the Magna
Carta.
So it's kind of like “all right, there was these
idealistic Aquarian, egalitarian things that
came through, BUT then, Pluto in Aquarius,
and you've got the shadow of what can
happen with top-down control, or like the
elites still running things, or the
consolidation of power – ‘the downside of
collectivism,” is the way I could put it.
All right, now certainly that's what happened
with the Nicene Creed and establishment of
a state religion. By the time of the abolition
of the rights of men through the nullification
of most of the stuff in the Magna Carta, we
have the royalty once again reestablishing
their power. So before we move on to the
current time period, just get a sense of HOW
this works, because seeing the larger picture
on it is not so easy. I've noticed that many of
the writers that have talked about the
Jupiter-Saturn conjunction, they just make
these lists of the previous times that Jupiter
and Saturn were conjunct in Aquarius. Well
that's interesting, but that does not connect
into the actual Great Mutations itself, where
you basically see the sequence of HOW this
works. About how you would have the
waves shifting from one element to the next,
you have the in-between zone and then you
can see how many times. Like if you look at
that earth wave, six over here from 1047 to
1166. That's one that's like seven earths in a
row, and they might even have thought that,
“Well, this ism see what happened is that in
1206, there's another earth, that's WHY you
have that in between earth-air, and then it
goes into air. So, and we see there's only
four here at this point. That's probably
because there was a lot of overlap… the
beginning or the end of the sign. So just to
take that in, as far as how this is operating.
And what I'm bringing forth here, is that

maybe the more important for humanity,
Great Mutations is earth-to-air, rather than
water to fire. it's just just a thought. Because
remember, our larger inquiry here is “Could
it be said that any of these conjunctions
within a Great Mutations are the beginning
of the entire Great Year?”
Let's jump ahead to our current time frame.
Notice on the left, we have seven
consecutive Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions in
earth, the beginning of earth wave. Seven, I
mean I'm using the number zero that Kelly
Phipps came up with, where he began the
different waves back at about 3600 BC with
a fire-wave. And so, since that time period,
this would be the seventh earth-wave
beginning 1842, as you see. One of the
great, I guess I wouldn't say, “mistakes,”
just not knowing the whole story I guess, is
that the writers of this book that I illustrated,
“Astrological Secrets of the Hebrew Sages,?
written in 1977, they thought the Great
Mutations was 1981, which was the first one
into air, you know the shift from earth to air.
As we now know, as we look back on it, is
that in the year 2000, the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction was in earth, and this is what
generally happens WHEN you go from one
element to the next, there's an in-between
zone, which is like a hybrid. So you have
an air one here showing up and then you go
back to earth. So these guys who wrote that
book said, “Oh the beginning of the Age of
Aquarius relative to the sign would be
1981,” but as we now know, the full
movement into an entire air-wave at number
seven – What just happened just happened
in December – and that was the one
Aquarius. Zero something Aquarius, that
happened at the December Solstice 2020.
And now we have coming up in front of us
seven air Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions, before
it shifts in to the next element. And it's
always moving through the elements in the
order of the signs. So you go from earth to

air, air to water, water to fire, fire to earth,
earth to air. It just keeps moving forward
like that.
Maybe okay, it takes a while to actually
become comfortable with how this is
operating, and we will be including as part
of this Vlogcast, the resources. So you can
actually, if you want to get for yourself the
Kelly Phipps document, you can get it off
his posthumous website, and it's really worth
looking at historically.
Maybe next, let's look at the Pluto into
Aquarius part.
So, we started it at 674BC, the one to wrap
your head around really a lot is the 430BC
to 404BC. And then, we can correspond that
with actually the one before obviously also,
because that whole time period we were
looking at before the 577, when Uranus in
between these two, is when the Uranus,
Neptune and Pluto stellium was happening.
But this is a time of immense change, I think
in general, this would be thought of as the
time where that antithesis to clan, tribal
consciousness was happening as we
discussed before. But, if we weave the Pluto
entering Aquarius into that time period, as
far as it's very possible, that it's even then
that the seeds of the shadow of Aquarius
went in. In other words, it would be like too
much rationalism, too much separation
from nature. In other words, losing
something through the antithesis. When
there was clan and tribal consciousness, it
was always also more animistic, it was more
connected to the earth, more connected to
our organic reality as being part of creation.
I think the seeds of the Shadow of
Aquarius were also seeded at this time
period. Separating, too much emphasis on
the individual. This of course just kept
getting more and more extreme as we went
through the next millennium: Descartes and
the Age of Enlightenment, rationalism,

English Empiricism and all the rest of that,
where the desire to detach, and be separate
from the creation, came in. And certainly
that tendency was already there with some
of the Greek thinkers. There's a mixture of
things.
I'm not being critical of the antithesis, just
the shadow of it, the antithesis is good. We
needed to have the development of
sovereignty, autonomy and individual
consciousness. And now we're at the point
of, how do we reintegrate it into the
planetarization of consciousness?
So we have here as a resource, the other
time periods when Pluto has entered into
Aquarius, and I had illustrated before how
the Pluto was in Aquarius in that time
period from 305 to 329, and Constantine and
the Nicean Creed and state religion.
And then you can jump ahead to the one that
also corresponded to a Great Mutations in
earth to air, which was 1286 to 1308… and
then that takes us forward to what's coming
up. Look at those dates March 23rd 2023 to
August 31st 2043.
Just when you thought the fun was all over,
we made it. It's the Great Mutations, it's the
Great Awakening right? Well, I mean that
might be part of it, but we can't leave out
this part.
We might want to next bring up the chart of
the U.S. I use the rectification of the
Declaration of Independence chart as
rectified by Dane Rudhyar, the one that
gives the 13° 10’ Sag Rising. I think you
can make a case for a number of different
U.S. charts, but I think this is the one that
most shows the original chart of the
intention of the Founders, where we have
the Moon at 27° 27” Aquarius. Now we
have the South Node is 6° Aquarius. Saturn,
you'll remember, we put up the chart of the
current time right now, and oh my gosh, I

mean today we have Saturn very close to
the South Node of the U.S. Jupiter has just
crossed over the South Node of the U.S. The
Moon is on the North Node. So we have a
lot of activation through the Jupiter-Saturn
Great Mutations to important parts of the
U.S. chart.
However, 2022–2023 is also the time, look
at the Pluto position of the U.S. Pluto with
27° Capricorn. So we actually have the
Pluto Return of a country, at the 248, 249th
250th time period. So it's the general range,
but 2020 actually, there's some astrologers,
and I'm sympathetic to this view, that the
larger range of the Pluto Return of the U.S.
actually is 2021. It actually starts when Pluto
makes it up to, it makes it up this year. Do
you remember Awen? I think the Pluto goes
as far as this year in 2021, it actually goes
all the way up to 26° 48”. That's WHY some
astrologers including, and as I said, I'm quite
sympathetic to this view, transiting Pluto
comes within less than a degree of the natal
Pluto position. So I think we do have to take
seriously plutonian realities, while just a
reminder to everyone here that the Shamanic
Astrology approach is a three-worlds
approach. So we like to look at the celestial
version of it, of what's happening, the
universe is unfolding as it should. All is well
on some levels, in some ways there is a
Great Awakening and all, and actually from
the perspective of who we really are, kind of
doesn't matter what happens here. I mean
the self is empty anyway.
Then the Middle world is looking honestly,
realistically what is taking place, even a
willingness to see things we don't want to
see.
And then the third approach is the
Underworld approach I think that most
everyone can agree there's a great deal of a
need to compost a lot of what has gotten us
to this point. We do have to take seriously
that it is the bottoming out of the Kali Yuga,

that it is the end and the beginning of the
whole 26,000 year cycle.
As I like to say, that the Global Events
happening in 2020 and 2021 are the most
astoundingly, overwhelmingly,
extraordinary series of events to global
humanity in at least 12,900 years. We
discussed that in other seminars and other
approaches.
So this is pretty big deal. But, WHAT if this
Great Mutations earth-to-air highlighted by
the Jupiter-Saturn conjunction in Aquarius,
is in fact the Divine Conjunction? And that
we would have the Divine Conjunction
happening right at the point where the Kali
Yuga is bottoming out, right at the time
period of the Pluto return of the U.S. I think
it's a question worth asking.
And right IN the window of the Turning of
the Ages of course,
Yes, so it's like that's why we've investigated
HOW the Yuga cycles as we now
understand them, correspond with the
Processional cycle, when the Golden Ages
were and when the Kali Yugas were,
¿Where does the Yugo material come from,
where is its source in indian history?
We'll include that also as a resource. So it
comes from a guy in India who is
researching this that presented a very long,
well-researched paper that showed up on
Graham Hancock's website. And it showed
up in other places there were articles about it
in Nexus magazine and in other places. It's a
little different than some of the other more
popular understandings of it. I forget his
name right now, but it will be it will be in
the resources. He perceives the four
different Yugas as being the same length
with a 300-year time period in between and
he has a lot of documentation to demonstrate
why that's the case and it fits so elegantly

into how we understand the processional
cycle. The fact that he would say in his
research that the Kali Yuga is bottoming out
and beginning to start ascending again in
2025, corresponds so brilliantly with the
contention of the Shamanic Astrology
Mystery School that the Great Turning, the
end and the beginning of the entire
processional cycle is in the zone from 1962
until 2032.
So we're right in the middle of the Great
Turning and so, I guess what I'm proposing
among all the remarkable things happening
from 1962 to 2034, that it very well be IF
we're taking seriously the Great Mutations,
from the Great Chronocrater now, from this
way of looking at visible planets to perceive
where we are in greater world cycles, it
could very well be that this is in fact the
Divine Conjunction also called the
“Conjunction of Power.” It's the end of the
beginning of the whole thing and to actually
say, “Oh it's the beginning of the Age of
Aquarius is thinking too small. It's like, Is a
month more important than the Great Year?
No, I don't think so, and besides, it's the
constellation anyway. Now that this brings
up something I'm going to just throw out as
an inspiration or for further research. It's
certainly one that i'm going to be looking
into over the years.
IF the ‘60s Jupiter-Saturn conjunctions
creating one synodic cycle of their
connection, bringing them back to the
starting pointm that's based on the signs. But
there are also some traditions that would
suggest that it's worth looking at this from
the perspective of the sidereal. That is
WHAT STARS are these Great
Mutations bringing us back to?
So for example, this one the Great
Mutations, which I'm suggesting may be the
“Divine Conjunction,” there at the first
degree of Aquarius just happens to be at this
time in history, the star Altair it's in

alignment with Altair, which is now at 1°
Aquarius. So that's just something else
worth looking at. I have not taken this that
far. And also, something maybe you and I
might work on together Awen over the
years. To take this understanding of the
Great Mutations, element-by-element back
to 4000BC 5000BC or however far back we
can take it. And maybe WHAT would
happen if you took it all the way back to
26,920 years ago?
If we can do that, and see what JupiterSaturn thing was happening at that point,
that could be quite intriguing, to follow up
on it that way. But based on what I've just
been sharing here, while I was dissing the
idea of the Age of Aquarius, I even went so
far to say, it's the hijacking of the Age of
Aquarius by the sign, that's NOT to say that
this Great Mutations doesn't have super
importance in a larger sense of the Great
Age, the Great Year the 25,920 year time
frame. And certainly that's why, I was
suggesting going back to that those points
on 600BC and 300BC, and then at 400 and
800, And last but not least, remembering
that Aquarius is not just all lollipops and
roses and unicorns. In fact, I think it was
you who pointed out to me one of the really
idealistic things that was happening in that
time period of 400, 500BC, that was in a
much deeper . . . if we did a whole
workshop on this. I mean we can balance it
out, like the Magna Carta has an idealistic
side and a shadow side. I brought up the
shadow side of state religion and
Constantine, and Roman Empire, and
Nicene Creed, but you pointed out so
beautifully that's also the time period of
Arthur and the Round Table, and Merlin.
Arthur and the Round Table, which is a
theme very near to our hearts within the
Shamanic Astrology Mystery School.
And just as also the time period of the
Uranus, Neptune, Pluto configuration has

that phenomenal contribution of individual
enlightenment, the development of other
ways of understanding consciousness. But it
also had a dark side of which we see the
results of today – extreme technocracy,
extreme misuse of science, extreme ways of
even the desire to turn humans into
machines. I mean that's certainly the dark
side of Aquarius, and certainly the fact that
Pluto is soon to move into Aquarius, we
can't lose sight of that, yeah. So I think we're
approaching the end of our inquiry here
today. Do you have any any any insights and
intuition that's coming forth?
A-I love that we're inquiring here, not
suggesting that this is any kind of special
miraculous event that just occurred or that is
still in the process of occurring. But I think
you've pretty successfully pointed out that
even if it's not the most amazing or uh
remarkable point it's pretty darn remarkable,
no matter how you cut it. So I would just be
curious, what your thoughts are on HOW we
might at the very least, HOW we might
work with this, even if it were the very least
of significant massively significant events?
Well it's always the three-world approach
right, and it's also just to keep in mind that
there is a phenomenal idealism about the
sign of Aquarius. It does stand for
uniqueness, individuality and freedom
egalitarian ideals. That's all very Saturn, part
of what that's about, but we have to always
remember Saturn in Aquarius and soon,
Pluto in Aquarius is the other side of it.
In fact, we have to remember that the
ancients saw Saturn as being the co-ruler
of Aquarius. So it's not all our
revolutionary ideals of Uranus in Aquarius
and these themes also show up. And it's
beyond the scope of our conversation today,
in 2021, it's that triple square of Uranus

and Saturn. So you have Saturn in
Aquarius, and Uranus in Taurus.
So it's just to stay awake, and remember
ALL these three-worlds approach and that
because of the location of this within the
greater context of the Turning of the Ages,
the Great Year, and where we are in the Kali
Yuga cycles, to realize that what's
happening is NOT just some ordinary
thing. It is truly extraordinary. Just HOW
extraordinary, we'll find out. I mean it could
be anything from, “A whole new world, a
tremendous Great Awakening. Look, the
expression of every ideal that the Aquarian
Revolutionaries always had, to the Sixth
Mass Extinction and the composting of
everything,” It's like all of it is on the table
Right, it's almost like a new year
celebration. Celebrate this new year's
coming and hope for good tidings, and set
your intentions for great things and they
may or may not come to fruition, but yeah
THIS is the time to set those intentions. right
Well we're definitely yeah set the intentions,
be co-creating with Great Mystery
certainly one of the factors that is quite
hopeful is HOW many people realize that
we're breaking the godspell.
Coming into a place where we know we are
making a contribution to Great Mystery.
We're not at the effect of some overlord or
some hierarchy or some state, whether it's a
king or the state, we're free beings. More
and more people are awakening to that and
we can visualize the kind of world we want.
But it should be out of freedom. I mean if
somebody wants to be part computer, they
should have the right to do that. i mean if a
person wants to take vaccines, but more you
know, go ahead but don't force me to. So we
we really need to have that kind of freedom
available and not to collapse ourselves into
fake unity or the kind of a collective statism,
or the belief in the savior, or some great king
who's going to save us right. So that's where

I see the Great Awakening, but we can't be
polarized about it, being realistic, looking at
it with honesty. Bringing out the truth of
what is actually happening is an exercise in
awareness. If you're afraid to look at that
then you're just splitting off. So, hopefully,
that is exploring your question.
Yeah for sure, and I love that Aquarius is a
self-interest sign. So it kind of reminds us
that it requires a little bit of that selfdiscipline and personal input, it's not just to
stand around and let others make the
decisions for you. kind of sign.
DG- Otherwise it becomes the tyranny of
the majority, which is part of the shadow
side of Aquarius. Anyways, that one, the
belief blindly in democracy, it can be a
problem. I have this great quote that i ran
into which might be a good way for us to
close our conversations.
A great quote from Mark Twain, “If ever
you find yourself on the side of the
majority, it's time to rethink your
position.”
And that to me that's an Aquarian ideal,
anyways that might be a good way for us to
complete. Thank you for helping out so
much on this Awen, I'm so much a old-timer
that my capacities with technology are
limited, so i appreciate the help you've given
me on this and you're expanding inquiring
mind also. So we'll talk again soon.
All right. We all appreciate all the research
you've done into this, so thank you.
DG- Until next time, next month
okay thanks, bye everyone

